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In , it was allocated to a separate company from the Dodge. Vehicle type â€” frame, cargo
pick-up. Suspension â€” mixed front â€” torsion, rear â€” leaf springs , or front â€” spring on
the models of the third generation and fully spring on the models of the fourth generation. Drive
type â€” all-wheel-drive or only rear-wheel drive. One of the few representatives of full-size
pickups, to this day is produced in the US and Mexico plants. He made his debut in Graduation
is carried out in accordance with the carrying capacity of the vehicle in pounds. Historically, for
full-size pickups, this is half a ton, three quarters and a ton the actual payload increases with
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perform. Select a Dodge Ram Driveline. Genuine Parts for a Genuine Legend. Your Ram pickup
truck is a big, beautiful beast, demolishing rough terrain and tough jobs and looking good while
it does it. The best thing you can do to keep your Ram going at full power is to use real Ram
Truck Parts for every repair. We only offer warranty-backed, lab-tested, low-priced, totally
authentic Ram parts you can feel good using. Start wherever you want: either browse the online
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to provide unwavering reliability and rugged dependability, since many owners use them for
both personal and professional transportation duties. Over the years, The Dodge Ram
established itself as a capable compromise between a rugged work truck and a comfortable,
civilized personal vehicle. Through five generations and with almost 40 years of market
presence, Ram has evolved from a simple and humble work truck to a king of luxury in the class
of full-size pickup trucks. The basic formula used here is similar to ones used by close
competitors. No matter which generation, you will always get a sturdy suspension, cab options
that can accommodate two to five adults, a large cargo area and either rear wheel or all wheel
drive option. Everything else was changing to keep up with current trends and market demands
of the time. Dodge introduced the first generation of Ram pickup trucks in Essentially, it was the
final iteration of the D series, a truck whose origins dated back in the 60s. And this was its
biggest downfall, despite the ruggedness and overall quality. The body was boxy and outdated,
the interior equipped was scarce, while engines, both Slant straight six units and LA V8 ones,
were almost a decade old. When compared to Ford and GM counterparts, the Ram was
outgunned in all aspects. Although both Ford and GM offered diesel engines in their full-size
pickup trucks for years, the Cummins unit used for Ram trucks was in a different league. With

dependable reliability, simple design and plenty of torque, this 5. Over night, Ram with
Cummins engine became the favorite choice among contractors and farmers. This combined
with updated comfort and safety features, such as ABS and fuel injection, helped increase sales
volumes during final production years. At the turn of the decade, it was clear that Ram had a
good market potential. It was up to Dodge to make the best of it. With the second generation,
Dodge was determined to tackle the biggest remaining problem, and that was the look and
appearance. Moving away from the boring utilitarian look, the new Ram added some interesting
visual features. According to Dodge, the inspiration for the new look came from the 50s Power
Ram Wagon. The raised hood line, lowered fenders and placement of the headlights all give
away the similarity. Beneath the stylish hood, there were several engine choices. Standard
options were Magnum V6 or bigger V8 engines. With revised cam profile, modified valve train
and addition of sequential electronic fuel injection, these engines delivered more power and
better low down torque. Being such a hit in the previous generation, the Cummins engine was
the only logical choice for a diesel unit. It remained unchanged until , when it got the modern 24
valve head. Rounding up the engine options, there was a massive V10 unit, being the most
powerful gasoline engine available at that time. Engines were available either with a four-speed
automatic or a five-speed manual transmission,. The suspension used an independent coil
spring setup with anti-roll bar up front and leaf springs in the rear, with gas-charged shocks
providing a good ride quality. Other features included driver and passenger airbags, rear abs as
standard and optional power take-off. Lastly, the interior was spacious, stylish, and well
equipped. Things like comfortable and adjustable front seat, power locks and mirrors, cruise
control and air conditioning gave this truck a civilized, car-like manners. This production pace
continued for the next several years, only to decline around In its efforts to keep up with strong
competition and market demands, Dodge released the new third generation Ram during Design
wise, this truck was an evolution of its predecessor, keeping features such as crosshair grille
and truck style front end. The body was bigger and more massive, but thanks to various design
tricks, it appeared sleeker and in touch with time. Still, the biggest improvements were inside
the cabin and under the hood, boosting both luxury and performance. Features such as leather
seats, power adjusting mirrors and automatic air conditioning stated that this was more than an
ordinary work truck. And so did the engines. As for the diesel engine, the trusted Cummins unit
received several updates during the production run of the third gen. Most noticeable ones are
the introduction of the common rail injection system in , while in a newly designed 6. During ,
Ram received a major overhaul, covering both interior and exterior. This updated look followed
the new design outlines caused by a Chrysler-Daimler merger. As the sales figures declined,
Dodge was forced to take action and speed up the development of the next generation. The
basis for the design was the early third gen trucks, and both crosshair grille and sloping wheel
arches were still there. However, the new truck had an aggressive appearance and more
prominent body lines. And with optional chrome details, it was stylish and flashy. Because the
previous generation had great engines, there were no revolutionary changes under the hood.
Magnum V6 and V8 engines gave way to more modern PowerTech and Pentastar units, which
offered better driving characteristics and fuel economy. The biggest news was the introduction
of the smaller V6 diesel engine, called EcoDiesel. All engines come with either six or eight
speed automatic or six speed manuals. Unlike with previous generations, this time the biggest
improvement was well hidden out of sight. Most full-size pickup trucks use leaf springs in the
back. It is simple and durable, but it has a negative impact on the ride quality. Fourth gen Ram
uses a multi-link rear suspension with coil springs that absorbs rough pavement rather than
deflecting it. With this, the Ram rides more like an SUV than a traditional pickup. This was also
the only truck to offer an active leveling air suspension on all four corners, features an access
setting that drops ride height by 2 inches. Depending on the trim level, this Ram came fitted
with premium options such as heated and ventilated front seats, Alpine audio system, power
adjustable pedals and navigation system with an 8. Introduced in , the all-new Ram is very
different compared to previous generations. It brings in a more sophisticated and bold design,
while still keeping that traditional tough and aggressive appearance, which is important in this
segment. Most noticeably, the signature grille and headlights layout gave way to a sleeker and
more elegant arrangement. Also, headlights are now available as standard halogen units and
with integrated adaptive LEDs. While its predecessors offered many and sometimes confusing
engine options, the current Ram has a simple situation under the hood. It is worth mentioning
that Cummins unit is now delivering lb-ft of torque, making Ram the first truck to break this
barrier. Dodge announced that later during production, a redesigned V6 EcoDiesel will be
available. The interior is bigger and better shaped in terms of comfort, with buttons and knobs
placed well within reach. Abundance of storage compartments helps keep the interior clean.
Other notable upgrades include a redesigned frame made from high strength steel and various

aluminum parts. This helped increase structural rigidity and reduce overall weight. With all this,
the new Ram keeps up with all current trends in touch while keeping tough workman
personality. I'd love to be emailed when a new, high quality document is available for my Dodge
RAM. My email address is:. By using this website, you automatically accept that we use
cookies. What for? Toggle navigation. Dodge RAM Pickup trucks need to provide unwavering
reliability and rugged dependability, since many o
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wners use them for both personal and professional transportation duties. First generation Dodge introduced the first generation of Ram pickup trucks in Second generation - With the
second generation, Dodge was determined to tackle the biggest remaining problem, and that
was the look and appearance. Engines were available either with a four-speed automatic or a
five-speed manual transmission, The suspension used an independent coil spring setup with
anti-roll bar up front and leaf springs in the rear, with gas-charged shocks providing a good ride
quality. Third generation - In its efforts to keep up with strong competition and market demands,
Dodge released the new third generation Ram during Inside the cab, there was a range of
features intended to lure in more refined buyers. Fifth generation - present Introduced in , the
all-new Ram is very different compared to previous generations. Get notified for new files?
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